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Welcome back, everyone, 

after what I hope has been a 

relaxing summer break. The 

Friends’ office does not stop 

though, and hopefully you 

will find that we have come 

up with an exciting year 

of events for you to enjoy. 

Be sure to keep an eye on 

all the activities listed in 

Botanic News each quarter, 

catch updates via our social 

media platforms, and 

check the online calendar 

on our website for forward 

information. One of the highlights this quarter will be a 

talk by Andrew Laidlaw. Is there a connection between 

Guilfoyle, Gaza and the new Sensory Garden? Come along 

to find out! Any talk by Andrew is not to be missed, so be 

sure to make your bookings for this one. 

As a member of the Friends you get discounted prices to our 

events and also to many events organised by the RBGV. You 

can check the RBGV ‘What’s On’ webpage to find out if their 

event is discounted for Friends’ members or, if you are not sure, 

ask when you make your booking. If you enjoy these benefits, 

then it is likely your family and friends will, too. A Friends’ gift 

membership is available all year round and is a wonderful 

birthday, anniversary or Mother’s Day present which keeps 

giving all year long.

If you are passionate about your support for the Gardens, 

you may like to consider becoming a Passionate Friend to 

give more in the way of financial support. These extra dollars 

go straight into our Trust Fund, which is the source of all our 

major grants to projects in the Melbourne Gardens. Listed on 

our website is a full list of projects we have supported with over 

$2.7m in grants: keep an eye on the Fern Gully area to watch 

the new Sensory Garden evolve. Our support for the Fern Gully 

boardwalk, the restoration of the Fern Gully Rest House and 

now the Sensory Garden makes this part of the Gardens a 

wonderful place to see your dollars at work.

One of our final events for last year, as always, was the 

Cocktail Party at Gardens House. It is such a beautiful setting 

for any event and on this occasion, with a mild, sunny evening, 

we enjoyed Guilfoyle’s ‘garden within a garden’ at its best. The 

stunning California Buckeye 

(Aesculus californica) was 

a profusion of blooms and, 

after a mix of good spring 

rain and warm weather over 

the preceding weeks, the 

whole garden was looking 

lush and inviting. Thank you 

to everyone who helped 

make the evening such a 

success, particularly our 

hard-working Events team. 

There does not need to 

be any special reason to 

come and enjoy time in the 

Gardens. As we move into 

autumn we come to one 

of the best times of year 

RBGV Roses 22

Friends’ Calendar 24

from
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The RBGV Staff Scholarship Awards 2018

From left to right: Rosemary Cotter, Helen Fahey, Clare Hill and Lynsey Poore, some 
of the Volunteers who received Long Service Cer tificates at the AGM.
                Photo:  Dr Richard Kirsner

to wander through, enjoy a quiet moment or two on a bench to 

soak up the sun and the views, or maybe even lie on the grass 

and look up at the sky through the canopy of a tree. 

As autumn progresses, keep an eye on the Dawn Redwood, 

Metasequoia glyptostroboides, at the end of the Perennial 

Border, and also the one on the Eastern Lawn. The Dawn 

Redwood, from China, is one of the curiosities of the plant 

world, rather like the Wollemi Pine, as, until a living specimen 

was discovered in China in the 1940s, the tree was believed to 

exist only as a fossil. The foliage turns a beautiful bronze before 

dropping, rather like the Bald Cypress, Taxodium distichum, 

from southern North America. They are two of the world’s three 

deciduous conifers –  the Gardens does not have an example 

of the third, the European Larch. The colours of the Bald 

Cypress are a feature of the Ornamental Lake during autumn, 

and on the Eastern Lawn you can see a Dawn Redwood and a 

Bald Cypress showing off their autumn foliage together.

A tree may look like a single entity, but if you look closely 

you will find a whole world happening. There is the changing 

colour of the leaves; the texture and colours of the bark; the 

birds and insects that call the tree home and so much more. 

When Jonathan Drori talked to us last year he explained how 

trees communicate with each other through an intricate web of 

connecting tissues running underground. Now that’s something 

to think of as you enjoy the autumn sunshine through the trees 

on the Oak Lawn! 

The 32nd Annual General meeting of the Friends of the 

Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne Inc. was held in Mueller 

Hall on Monday 19 November, 2018. Council members elected 

or re-elected were: Mary Ward – President; Mark Anderson – 

Treasurer; Cathy Trinca – Vice President; Nicky Rollerson and 

Sue Foran. Janet Thomson OAM was re-elected, and Cathy 

Trinca elected, as Trustees of the Friends of the Royal Botanic 

Gardens Trust Fund. 

Congratulations to all the volunteers recognised, in person 

and in absentia, with the presentation of awards for 10, 15, 20 

and 30 years of support to the FRBGM. Special congratulations 

go to Helena Anderson for 35 years of volunteering with us!

Mary Ward

Above:  Kate Roud, Horticulturalist (left) – 

Safeguarding the New Zealand Collection 

at RBGV Melbourne Gardens and
Bret Pritchard, Horticulturalist (right)– Tour 

of arid gardens and natural environments 

throughout California and Arizona, USA 

and at centre right, Kimberly Colman, 
Learning Facilitator – To undertake a 

Therapeutic Garden and Horticulture 

Therapy Workshop.

The Helen McLellan 

Research Grant for 

2018/19 
(the second of two consecutive grants) 

At right: Megan Hirst, Seedbank Officer, 
RBGV – Testing Horticultural Potential 
of Rare and Threatened Australian 
Plants 

 the  president
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My career in horticulture has been more of a serpentine 

laneway than a straight road and where an opportunity 

presented itself, I took it. I have worked in horticulture, 

arboriculture and the nursery industries and have managed 

large gardens, conservation reserves, street and public 

landscapes. I volunteered on community radio 3RRR for ten 

years and co-presented a weekly horticulture show called 'Dirty 

Deeds'. I represented the City of Casey at the Chelsea Flower 

Show with the Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria (RBGV) in 2011 

(yes, this was a highlight) and always, visit botanic gardens 

wherever I travel. I spent a number of years at Ceres Nursery in 

East Brunswick where I gained a strong insight into the nursery 

industry and also enhanced my garden design skills and 

developed a confident rapport with the public. As buyer for the 

nursery I improved my plant identification skills and developed a 

passion for native and food plants.

The diversity of horticulture has taught me that you don’t 

have to stay in a particular ‘stream’ and my next role was as 

Botanic Development Officer with the City of Casey, a growth 

council in Melbourne’s south east where the magnificent RBGV 

Cranbourne Gardens are located. This role was essentially to 

create links within Council, the community and Cranbourne 

Gardens and explore opportunities for a broader plant palette 

beyond yuccas and white pebbles that appeared as a dominant 

front garden design in new suburbs. While working in Casey I 

was fortunate to be introduced to Wilson Botanic Park Berwick 

(WBPB), a 38-hectare botanic park and former quarry with 

an amazing fossil plant history. I took on another role as Team 

An Introduction
Clare Hart, Manager 

Horticulture – RBGV 

Melbourne Gardens  

There is no one element or 

defining moment that led 

me to horticulture, rather 

it was, and still is, a frank 

curiosity about the plant life 

around me and its constant 

ability to astound (and 

delight) me everywhere 

I go. I do remember as a 

wee child, knocking on doors with my grandma to ask 

for a ‘slip’ of whatever plant it was that took her fancy 

(fuchsias spring to mind) in the front garden of homes we 

passed on the way to the train station,  shops, or visiting 

neighbours. I was in awe of my grandma and her ability 

to create a garden based on the pure joy of collecting 

and propagating for colour, perfume and, in her case, the 

eclectic garden design of the individual. I first studied 

Fine Art at the Victorian College of the Arts and created 

work based on the language of pattern and objects, but a 

series of life-changing events turned my studio practice 

to further study in horticulture where both art and the 

landscape have remained a constant presence ever since. 

4  Botan ic  News  / 

Most of the Hor ticulture Team, Melbourne Gardens, November 2018.               Photos for this ar ticle supplied by Clare Har t

from
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Always outrageous colour and form in the Nursery at Melbourne Gardens.

Working with Hor ticulturists Terry Smyth and Matt Howard to create a hor ticultural 
display for the Climate Change Summit, December 2018.

Leader of Trees and Horticulture with the City of Casey and 

worked alongside the Bushland Crew in a range of conservation 

reserves (including coastal areas bordering the significant 

Western Port Ramsar site and some brilliant native orchid areas). 

I continued to work with the horticulturists at WBPB and also 

managed Council’s street and park trees with the Arbor team. This 

role was both operational and strategic, including special projects 

as well as Capital Works tree planting for the City of Casey.'

Trees were the connecting element across much of my work 

and I completed a Postgraduate Certificate in Arboriculture to 

better understand tree growth in urban environments. I then 

worked briefly for Hobsons Bay Council as Coordinator Trees 

and Conservation before spending the last two years with 

the City of Boroondara as Coordinator Trees. A highlight was 

completing the Boroondara Tree Strategy with the key actions 

to support and transition the current mature tree population for 

future communities. 

What I love about horticulture is the generosity of knowledge 

sharing and the entwined benefits of lifelong learning. What 

I bring to this role is my continued curiosity about things, 

and respect for the horticultural staff here, the custodians of 

plant and landscape knowledge within the iconic Melbourne 

Gardens. As a team, ‘We are Horticulture’ and I want to support 

and celebrate the intrinsic value and essential teachings of 

horticulture with all at the RBGV and beyond.

the gardens
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by Michael Hare, Convener

NURSERY OPEN DAYS

The Growing Friends' Nursery 

will be open to visitors and for 

plant sales (to Friends and the 

general public) on all Friday 

mornings, 8 am to 12 noon, 

except Good Friday, 19 April, 

and the period around the 

Autumn Plant Sale, that is, 13 

April to 7 June inclusive.

AUTUMN SALE DATES

Saturday 4 and Sunday 5 May

Don’t forget your bags. This customer at the 2018 Spring Sale cer tainly heeded the advice to 'bring your own 
bags or shopping trolleys'!           Photo: Tim Barker

PLANTS WE GROW – BROMELIADS

Have you considered adding bromeliads to your gardening 

endeavours? Modern urban development is currently presenting 

new challenges to the domestic garden enthusiast. Downsizing 

to considerably reduced open space – courtyard garden or 

balcony – can place restrictions on available sunlight and 

rainfall surface area. Thus, plant choices may be confined to the 

more hardy species. In a similar vein, green wall construction 

has gained popularity in recent years and indoor plants have 

also regained favour with the view to improving air quality and 

amenity. In such situations bromeliads may well provide good 

evergreen solutions. 

Originating in South and Central American mountain forests, 

bromeliads grow well in filtered light and low-water regimes. 

The epiphytic form (air plants), such as Tillandsia, grow well 

mounted on backboards of bark or cork. The terrestrial form 

of bromeliad requires well drained soil.  Species such as 

Aechmea gamosepala and Billbergia nutans grow well under 

trees provided the soil is free draining. Many bromeliads do 

well as container plants in a well-draining medium, such as 

potting mix combined with gravel or pine bark at a ratio of 3:1. 

Ideally, most potted bromeliads on balconies prefer a north-

east aspect and protection from south or west winds. However, 

there are some hardier species which are less particular. The 

advantage of container plants is the ability to relocate them 

to a more favourable position if required and also use them 

as indoor plants when they are in flower. In such instances, 

bromeliads require a well-lit position and, although minimal 

watering is generally required, frequent misting may be needed 

in centrally heated situations. In general, bromeliads have low 

water requirements. In many cases they have leaf rosettes 

which form water tanks that can sustain the plant over dry 

periods – providing a convenient situation if indoor plants are 

to be left unattended for some weeks. With respect to green 

walls, Growing Friend, Lynsey Poore, has made good use of 

bromeliads to enhance a side boundary fence area on her 

property. Dealing with a situation of limited sunlight, Lynsey has 

Aechmea weilbachii.       Photo: Michael Hare Aechmie fasciata 'Silver Vase'.      Photo: Michael Hare

growing
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created a mosaic of suspended pots of bromeliads, tillandsias, 

dendrobiums and begonias – plants with similar environmental 

needs – and they are flourishing with very little attention: a 

verdant result in an otherwise dreary area.

Bromeliads provide many choices in leaf colour, patterning 

and floral display. Although there are thousands of bromeliad 

species, the Growing Friends propagate only about 30 – most 

of which are suitable for container situations. To mention but a 

few with colour in mind:

• Aechmea weilbachii has glossy light green leaves and lilac- 

purple flowers within red bracts.

• Aechmea ‘Foster's Favourite’ has slender burgundy/red 

leaves and red frond flowers, similar to a string of beads.

• Aechmea racinae has glossy green leaves and clusters of 

red berry-like blooms.

• Strong red colouring also features in Neoregelia ‘Red Plant 

Mercury’, Neoregelia ‘Scarlet Charlotte’ and Neoregelia 

carolinae. 

• More subdued flower colouring can be found in Nidularium 

procerum with green fleshy leaves and copper-tinted 

flowers (a more shade hardy plant) and 

• Aechmea fasciata ‘Silver Vase’ has green/silvery foliage and 

prominent light pink flowers. 

For emphasis on leaf interest it’s worth noting:

• Aechmea gamosepala variegated form with white striped 

leaf margins and purple and blue flower spikes.

• Vriesea ospinae has subtle variegated leaves and is well 

suited to indoor use.

• Vriesea ‘Red Chestnut' x 'Angela’ and Vriesea hieroglyphica 

are taller plants which provide interesting leaf patterning 

and long-lasting flower spikes.   Estelle Redlich

Bromeliad Wall.        Photo: Lynsey Poore

Neoregelia carolinae.         Photo: Michael Hare

fire gardensfriends
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BOOK EVENTS ONLINE UNDER 'WHAT'S ON' ON OUR WEBSITE: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org OR  

ON OUR ENCLOSED BOOKING FORM. For disabled access to onsite Events please contact the Friends’ office.

Kew Cemetery
Fit Friends' Ramble

Monday 25 March at 9.45 am 

Location of cemetery is the 

corner of Parkhill Road and 

High Street, Kew, Stop 36, 

North Balwyn tram No. 48. 

We will meet at the cemetery 

Gatehouse.  

Friends $30    Non-members $35 

(includes morning tea)

Bookings are essential. 

Join Helen Page, past Chair of the Australian Garden History 

Society Victorian Branch, and a current member of the 

Boroondara Cemetery Trust, for a lovely morning tea served in 

the newly-restored gatehouse followed by a 90-minute guided 

walk visiting the graves of many horticultural identities. Along 

the way Helen will be able to explain the progress that is being 

made restoring the garden cemetery.

Only eight kilometres east of Melbourne’s CBD, Kew 

Cemetery, designed in the tradition of the Victorian garden 

cemetery is one of the oldest in Victoria. Features include cast 

iron entrance gates (1889), a rotunda (1890), a surrounding 

ornamental brick wall (1895–1896), and the original 1860 

cottage plus the clock tower. The cemetery also has a notable 

collection of mature trees. Please wear sensible shoes as we 

may be walking down some uneven paths!

A Royal Walk
Autumn Insiders’ Walk

Thursday 28 March at 10 am

Gate Lodge, 100 Birdwood Ave 

$20 MEMBERS ONLY

Meet for refreshments at 10 am 

The walk begins at 10:20.

Have you ever wondered about some of the stories behind the 

trees in the Gardens with small signs in front honouring the 

person who planted them? After a very British morning tea and 

introductions at Gate Lodge we will take a walk in the Gardens 

visiting a number of commemorative trees planted by royalty, 

and hear the stories that go with them. This walk is to mark the 

Duke and Duchess of Sussex's recent visit to Melbourne. 

We will visit the trees planted by Prince Harry’s grandmother 

(Queen Elizabeth II), great-grandparents (King George VI and 

Queen Elizabeth) and great-great grandparents (King George V 

and Queen Mary). There will be a special detour to see the tree 

whose parent may have sheltered Mary Queen of Scots; the 

palm planted by the Shah of Persia (while still on the throne); 

and the beautiful tree planted by Queen Salote of Tonga.

Roses
Autumn Talking Plants 

Friday 12 April at 10 am

Mueller Hall, National Herbarium

Friends $20        Non-members $25 

Students and Pensioners $10

Morning tea will be served 

before the talk and walk.

Please wear suitable shoes 

as this morning does entail 

some walking in the Gardens.

Our guest speaker, Michelle Endersby, artist, author, and Vice-

President of the Rose Society of Victoria, will conduct a very 

special morning on roses. ‘I see personality in individual plants 

and flowers which sometimes makes my paintings seem more 

like portraits than traditional florals.’ 

Everyone is invited to bring a favourite rose from their own 

gardens for a show and tell session. 

Subject to the weather we will walk to the Rose Pavilion 

to hear a musical composition depicting rose buds opening, 

especially composed for Michelle by Michael Johnson, the 

Gardens' resident harpist.. 

Then we will move on to the Species Rose Collection in its 

autumn glory with rose hips, and Michelle will tell us stories 

about the roses and their origins. Come and join us for this very 

exciting morning. 

events
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BOOK EVENTS ONLINE UNDER 'WHAT'S ON' ON OUR WEBSITE: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org OR  

ON OUR ENCLOSED BOOKING FORM. For disabled access to onsite Events please contact the Friends’ office.

Indoor Gardening 

for Young Buds 
In conjunction with The 

Plant Society*

Saturday 13 April  

from 10 to 11 am

Plant Craft Cottage 

enter via H Gate 

$40 per child 6 -12 years (and 

one accompanying adult)  

Bookings at www.

theplantsociety.com.au/

workshops/young-buds-

workshop

In this one-hour workshop we introduce children aged 6–12 to 

the world of indoor gardening. Our plant experts will take your 

child on a journey to understand what plants require to thrive, 

and introduce different plant climates, through selecting plants 

and planting them into a self-watering pot.

This informal social session aims to create a special bond 

between your child and greenery.. The result may be taken home. 

*The Plant Society has been born from a passion for design 

and plants, but also to create a plant community or, as we like 

to call it, a ‘plant social network’. By celebrating plants and all 

things green, we hope to establish a knowledge bank of skills 

and techniques that can be enjoyed by all plant enthusiasts, 

whatever their skill level. 

Enquiries – Plant Society 0439 282 409,  Friends 9650 6398.

Government House 

Gardens
Free Guided tour 

Tuesday 16 April at 10 am

Meet at Government House 

Gates in Linlithgow Avenue.

MEMBERS ONLY 

Bookings essential  

Numbers are limited to 

20, so book early to avoid 

disappointment.

Come with us on this tour with Michael McNabb, Curator, 

Garden and Grounds at Government House. This garden, 

designed in 1872, covers 11 hectares and features magnificent 

lawns, specimen trees surrounded by large beds of trees and 

shrubs, and the Peace and Prosperity Kitchen Garden. The 

gardens also feature ceremonial trees planted by members of 

the Royal Family and previous Governors.

The Fountain Court, formal terraces, carriage drive, main 

lawn and encircling path that remain today are part of Joseph 

Sayce’s original plan. William Guilfoyle, Director of the Botanic 

Gardens, refined and helped implement Sayce’s design. 

Guilfoyle arranged the gardens as a combination of clumps of 

shrubbery and broad sweeping lawns so that ‘at every step the 

visitor finds some new view’.

From Guilfoyle to 

Gaza and Beyond
With Andrew Laidlaw

Wednesday 24 April  

at 6 for 6.30 pm

Mueller Hall, National Herbarium 

Friends $20       Non-members $25 

Students and Pensioners $10

Refreshments will be served 

before the talk.  

Image by courtesy RBGV 

photographer Adrian Vittorio.

Andrew is one of Australia’s leading landscape architects 

and is the Landscape Architect at the Royal Botanic Gardens 

Victoria. Here he has built on the magnificent Guilfoyle legacy, 

with most notably the restoration of Guilfoyle’s Volcano and. 

of course. the highly innovative and successful Ian Potter 

Foundation Children’s Garden. His mastery in innovative design, 

his enormous love and knowledge of plants and his passion 

for connecting people with nature has led to his involvement 

in a broad range of other endeavours. He has taught a whole 

generation of garden designers at Burnley, has designed many 

residential and public spaces, particularly spaces for children to 

play, and has been the leading designer for the Global Gardens 

of Peace Gaza project. He has designed the Friends' latest 

project in the Gardens, the Sensory Garden. Andrew will, without 

doubt, captivate us with his stories and pictures.

events
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BOOK EVENTS ONLINE, UNDER 'WHAT'S ON' ON OUR WEBSITE: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org OR  

ON OUR ENCLOSED BOOKING FORM. For disabled access to onsite Events please contact the Friends’ office.

  

Mediterranean 

Meanderings
Illustrated talk by Trisha 

Dixon

Thursday 2 May  

at 6 for 6.30 pm

Mueller Hall, National Herbarium 

Friends $20 Non-Members $25 

Students and Pensioners $10 

Refreshments will be served 

before the talk 

Trisha says, ‘When I envisage the Mediterranean, it is a tumble 

of silver olive trees, languid agave with their spears reaching 

into that bluer than blue sky which mirrors the endless blue of 

the sea, the gentle 'tonk tonk' of goat bells and the scent of wild 

thyme on the air. It’s all about the light – searing, almost surreal 

in its brilliance – and the sparkling clear waters as well as 

dramatic landscapes, changing from island to island.'

Stunning landscapes, gardens and islands will provide the 

visual element of Trisha’s talk on landscape, design and plants 

of the Mediterranean.

An active member of the Australian Garden History Society 

and the Mediterranean Garden Society, Trisha leads tours to 

favourite destinations. The author of a number of books, she is 

currently writing one for the National Library of Australia.

Beginners' Guide to 

Indoor Gardening 
In conjunction with The 

Plant Society*

Saturday 4 May  

from 10 am to 12 noon

Plant Craft Cottage 

enter via H Gate 

$30  per person 

Bookings at www.

theplantsociety.com.au/

workshops/beginners-guide-

to-indoor-gardening

Keep your indoor plants thriving with our beginners’ guide to 

indoor gardening. In this two-hour workshop you will learn a 

range of basic indoor gardening skills including watering, the 

right light, repotting and maintaining your plants. This informal 

social session will remove your fear of indoor gardening.

*The Plant Society has been born from a passion for design 

and plants, but also to create a plant community or, as we like 

to call it, a ‘plant social network’. By celebrating plants and all 

things green, we hope to establish a knowledge bank of skills 

and techniques that can be enjoyed by all plant enthusiasts, 

whatever their skill level. 

Enquiries – Plant Society 0439 282 409,  Friends 9650 6398.

Curiosities and 

Wonders
Autumn Insiders’ Walk

Friday 24 May at 10 am

Plant Craft Cottage 

Enter via H Gate 

$20 MEMBERS ONLY

Meet for refreshments at 10 am.

The walk begins at 10:20.

The word curiosity means 'the desire to know or to learn and this 

can be of a scientific or artistic interest. It might mean a 'curious 

detail or feature or anything rare or strange' (The Shorter Oxford 

English Dictionary).

After morning tea and introductions at Plant Craft Cottage,let 

us show you some of the wonderful botanical curiosities in the 

Melbourne Gardens. 

It might be the oldest exotic plant or the highest tree; the tree 

with a fossil history or the only tree in its genus. It might be the 

plant that gave Stradivarius the marvellous red varnish he used 

on his violins, or plants that belonged to the dinosaur age. It 

might be the story of the discovery of plants thought long lost or 

discovered by chance. 

It might be all of these curious stories and the plants that made 

them into oddities. To quote Alice, ‘Curiouser and curiouser!’

events
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Flowers of 

Memory
How often do you 

catch the scent 

of something 

in the garden 

or see a certain 

tree or flower 

that reminds 

you of someone 

or something 

special? Whether 

it is red roses 

for Valentine’s Day or lilies at a funeral, the language and 

symbolism of flowers has been part of life from ancient 

times. Smell is the most powerful of the senses when 

recalling memories and nobody could deny the powerful 

effect the scent of eucalyptus leaves after rain can have on 

an expatriate Australian. 

Imagine then the heightened effect of that scent on 

Australian soldiers, far from home, serving in the countries of 

the Mediterranean and Middle East where so many Australian 

gum trees have been planted. Baron von Mueller was known 

to some as the Blue Gum Baron because he exported the 

Blue Gum to the world. Prized for timber and for oil, for its 

capacity to survive drought and to drain swamps to stop 

malaria – the Blue Gum was a tree for everyone. 

The long, sickle-shaped leaf of the mature Tasmanian, or 

Southern, Blue Gum, Eucalyptus globulus, that grows in the 

Shrine Reserve to represent Australia, is just one leaf used in the 

creation of the two-metre diameter Flowers of War wreath which is 

on display at the Shrine of Remembrance until October 2019.

The wreath has been constructed from more than 400 

individually handcrafted, enamelled wearable brooches based 

on leaves and flowers that remind us of the Great War, along 

with others that relate to home. They illustrate the emotions 

generated by the wildflowers that soldiers encountered on 

the WWI battlefields. The three artists – Kirsten Haydon (NZ), 

Elizabeth Turrell (UK) and Neal Haslem (Aus) – collected 

international botanical forms from France, NZ, the UK and 

Australia, including the Shrine Reserve and the RBGV.

The distinctive leaf of the Western Australian Birds-Nest 

Banksia, Banksia baxteri, is there to commemorate the 

departure of troops by sea in 1915 from Albany, WA; the 

Ponga, or Silver Fern, Cyathea dealbata, and the leaves of the 

Kauri, Agathis australis, are just two of the plants representing 

New Zealand; there is the Sugar Maple, Acer saccharum, for 

Canada and the English Oak, Quercus robur, for the UK. 

It is the smaller plants that tug at the memories though, 

like the symbol of remembrance in France, the Cornflower, 

Centaurea cyanus, le bleuet. From 1915, the French recruits in 

their new blue uniforms were known as ‘les bleuets’, emphasising 

the significance of the cornflower in France. On many of the 

battlefields, cornflowers and poppies grew side by side and for 

the Allies, the Flanders Poppy, Papaver rhoeas, became the 

flower of remembrance to be worn on Armistice Day. The poppy 

seed can remain buried for years with no water and still keep its 

germinating power, sprouting as soon as it is brought to the bare 

surface by tilling of the soil or, as during WWI, the ravages of 

shelling.

Men gathered posies of flowers from the battlefields and 

dried them in honour of the dead; they turned to wildflowers as 

motifs for paintings and photographs; and they recognised in 

blue cornflowers and red poppies the fragility of life. The Flowers 

of War wreath is a tribute to them all.

Mary Ward

Above left: The full wreath, and below: some of the individual brooches including 
those of the Birds-nest Banksia and the Maple leaf.          

 Photos cour tesy of the Shrine of Remembrance.

shrine news
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ALL CRAFT ACTIVITIES WILL BE HELD IN THE PLANT CRAFT COTTAGE. To book events online, please see the 

events page on our website www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org, fill in the enclosed booking form or contact the Friends’ 

office on 9650 6398. 

Craft Demonstrations
Bookings not required

10.30 am – 2 pm

Cost: Free.

Natural Dye 

6 March; 3 April; 1 May

Potpourri 

8 March; 12 April; 10 May

Fibre 
12 March; 9 April; 14 May

Basketry

20 March; 17 April; 15 May

Plant Card

21 March; 18 April; 16 May

Knitting Group

19 March; 16 April; 21 May 

Colours from the Kitchen Garden
Over many years of welcoming visitors to the Plant Craft 

Cottage, I have referred to my main interest as natural dyeing. 

Some visitors react with a stunned look, and sometimes a 

smart comment, but they quickly relax when assured it is all 

about colour. The Plant Craft Cottage has an active Natural Dye 

Group, and although its primary interest is in obtaining dyes from 

eucalyptus leaves, all aspects of natural dyeing are investigated.   

Colour is all around us – why should we not use it to enhance 

our textiles? The animal and vegetable fibres available are mostly 

white or at least pale in colour, so are suitable for us to dye.

The history of natural dyeing is long, and some of the oldest 

colours were obtained using complicated recipes with an 

extraordinary range of sometimes strange ingredients. Turkey red 

required around twenty stages in the dyeing process, and indigo 

underwent some complicated chemistry. All these processes 

were carried out by simple folk using what was available to 

them domestically. Competition was strong and trade wars and 

international espionage were rife. Until the 1850s there was no 

other way of dyeing but after that time chemical dyes became 

available. Today’s natural dyes are used mainly by craft artists.

Colour is indeed everywhere, and this will be demonstrated 

by the colours obtained by participants in the workshop on 23 

March which is also titled 'Colours from the Kitchen Garden'.

Mary Jost

School Holiday Program
Fantastic Friends

Wednesday 10 April

Runs continuously between 10.30 am and 2.30 pm.

Cost per child - $8                No Bookings required.

Suitable for ages from 4 with an accompanying adult.

Children are invited to spend half an hour creating a Fantastic 

Friend using a variety of plant material, including gum nuts, 

cones and seed pods.

Easter School Holiday Fun for Kids
Make your own Easter Eggs

Saturday 6 April

Two sessions: 10am and 11am 

$10 per child and suitable for ages 6 and over.  

All materials provided

Bookings essential 

Come and join a small group on Saturday morning to make  

Easter Egg Decorations.

Use stickers, tape, paint, ribbons and jewels to decorate an egg 

or two to take home.

Sunday Open Days

17 March; 19 May

11 am – 4 pm     Cost: Free

Open 10 am – 3 pm Tuesday 

to Friday and 11 am – 4 pm 

on the third Sunday of every 

month except January. Closed 

Public Holidays. 

Plant Craft Cottage is near H 

Gate on Alexandra Avenue, 

where there is metered 

parking. Melway 2G, ref B11

Photos: Easter Eggs, Karlene Taylor

Fantastic Friend, Kath Dupleix

plant
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crafts

Left and right: Two of the paintings from one of Jo's previous classes.   Photo: Cathy Trinca

Colours From the  

Kitchen Garden
Natural Dye Workshop

Saturday, 23 March     

9 am to 3.30 pm

Friends $100  Non-members $135 

All materials supplied                

Limit per workshop – 10.

Morning tea and coffee 

supplied. BYO lunch.

Learn how to mordant wool 

yarn, make dyebaths and 

obtain colours from the 

kitchen garden.

Below:  Lavender basket showing 
intricate stitching.     Photo:  Lyn Eadie

Above: Knitted patchwork rug using 
eucalypt-dyed wool.    
       Photo:  Glenys Clissold

Stitched Exposed-

Core Lavender Basket
Saturday 11  May    

10.30 am – 2.30 pm

Friends $65   Non-members $80

All materials and morning tea 

provided.  BYO lunch.

Bookings essential.  

Limit per workshop – 8.

Bookings close Monday 6 May.

The workshop will be held 

outdoors under cover. In 

this workshop you will work 

with dried English Lavender 

(Lavandula angustifolia) to make 

a coiled basket using a variety 

of stitching materials including 

raffia, linen thread and cotton. 

The lavender fragrance remains 

for many years.

Written instructions for 

collecting and drying plant 

materials will be included, 

along with tips from the 

Cottage basketmakers 

on simple techniques for 

basketmaking.

Warning: Lavender can 

sometimes cause an allergic 

reaction, such as sneezing and 

sore eyes. 

Tackling the War  

on Waste: 
Beginner's workshop No. 2

Sunday 31 March

10 am to 3 pm

Plant Craft Cottage

enter via H Gate

Friends $85  Non-members $95

Limit per workshop – 10

Morning tea and coffee 

provided. BYO lunch.

Tackle the 'War on Waste' 

with Jodie Goldring who has 

a broad range of creative 

experiences to share. You 

will learn to make a colourful 

basket using old shirts and a 

mariposa stitch, and the craft 

of string making which can 

then be used for myriad things 

around the house and garden. 

Bring your old patterned shirts 

and join us for a beginners’ 

basketry workshop at Plant 

Craft Cottage nestled in the 

Gardens. 

No experience needed. All 

materials included. Suitable 

for both adults and teenagers.

Paint Flowers in the 

Garden
Jo Reitze is back!

Saturday 30 March

10.30 am – 4.30 pm

Gouache workshop in the 

pretty setting of Plant Craft 

Cottage’s garden: includes 

cheese and wine as you 

finish the workshop and enjoy 

the art you just created.

Friends $85  Non-members  $95

Class limit – 10

Bookings essential.

Morning tea and coffee 

provided. BYO lunch.

Bring the outside inside. Capture 

the garden or that special view. 

Join Jo at this hands-on workshop 

to experience working in gouache 

(opaque water colour), sometimes 

referred to as designer colour. This 

is a very forgiving medium and 

relies less on accidental effects 

than traditional watercolour. The 

strong tonal contrasts of oil can 

be achieved without the mess 

as it is a water-based medium. 

A postcard-sized painting will 

be completed in the session. A 

materials list willl be supplied on 

registration.

Baskets made using waste materials.
         Photo: Jodie Goldring
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Classes

Term 2, 2019 will start in the week 

beginning Monday 22 April.

Classes of 8 weeks per term will 

be held on one of the following:

Evening: Tuesday 

Daytime: Monday, 

Wednesday, Thursday and 

Saturday

(two sessions each day 2.5 hr) 

Sunday (one 2.5 hr session) 

Friday (one 3 hr session)

2.5 hr classes:  

 Friends: $284

Non-members: $349

3 hr classes:  

 Friends: $331 

Non-members: $396

We strongly recommend that 

students without prior experience 

in botanical illustration complete 

a Beginners’ Workshop before 

entering term classes.

Whirlybirds
The Whirlybirds Botanic 

Illustration Group meets every 

Tuesday in a studio at Domain 

House.

We were involved in The 

Art of Botanical Illustration 

Exhibition 2018 which included 

our original artwork for the 

book Alphabotanical. Each 

of the artists produced 

an illustration included in 

the book. With another 

group project in mind, the 

Whirlybirds have reconvened 

this year with renewed 

enthusiasm.

Please contact Sandra 

Sanger on 9598 9532 for 

further information.

All classes and workshops will be held in DOMAIN HOUSE until further notice. For bookings and information, please 

see our website: www.rbgfriendsmelbourne.org.au or contact the Friends’ office on 9650 6398.

Workshops

All workshops will include morning 

and afternoon tea BYO lunch. 

Beginner's Workshop 
with Mali Moir 

Tuesday 2, Wednesday 3,  

Thursday 4 and Friday 5 April  

10 am to 4 pm

Friends:  $425    

Non-members:  $493

Beginners' Workshop 
with Helen Burrows

Saturday 6, Sunday 7, 

Saturday 13 and Sunday  

14 April       

10 am to 4 pm

Friends: $425    

Non-members: $493

These intensive four-day 

courses provide an introduction 

to botanical art via pencil and 

watercolour. Students will begin to 

develop skills in outline drawing, 

foreshortening, tonal work and 

rendering of surfaces, basic 

colour work and paint application.

The cost of each course 

includes equipment to be used 

during the workshop – drawing 

materials, paint, watercolour 

paper and brushes.

Add an Insect 
Pests and Pollinators in 

Botanical Painting

with Dianne Emery

Wednesday 10, Thursday 11 

and Friday 12 April 

10 am to 4 pm

Friends: $375    

Non-members: $443

In this workshop, Dianne 

Emery will explore techniques 

for drawing and painting 

plants and the insects that 

perch on and pollinate 

them. These may include 

bees, butterflies, wasps and 

caterpillars – not to mention 

snails, which are in a different 

category altogether! Dianne 

will look at the anatomy of 

these creatures and will 

demonstrate how to draw and 

paint them in a naturalistic 

way as part of a botanical 

composition. This three-

day workshop is suitable 

for students with some 

experience. 

Coloured Pencil on 
Black Paper 
with Mali Moir

Monday 8 and Tuesday  

9 April

10 am to 4 pm

Friends:  $225    

Non-members:  $293

Coloured pencils lovers 

will enjoy creating beautiful 

dynamic images with solid 

colours against a black 

paper background. We can 

delve into strong contrasting 

effects like chiaroscuro 

where subjects emerge 

from the darkness. Some 

supplied plant material will be 

subject to what is seasonally 

available, but please bring 

any material which inspires 

you. Look for dark-coloured 

subjects for strong, moody 

works of art, or pale coloured 

subjects for delicate, 

ephemeral effects. Consider 

leaves, fruits, nuts, buds, 

gems, skulls etc. and as 

always bring plenty to share.

A materials list will be 

provided upon enrolment.

Dragonfly on Rose Hip painted by 
Dianne Emery

Left: Grapes and right: Cherries drawn 
on black paper by Mali Moir

illustrators 
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Autumn Fare

A Botanical Delight of 

Colour and Design, Using 

a Selection of Beautiful 

Fruits of the Season

with Helen Burrows 

Tuesday 16, Wednesday 17  

and Thursday 18 April 

10 am to 4 pm

Friends:  $375    

Non-members:  $443

This three-day workshop 

will enable you to explore 

the possibities of the design 

elements and colour principles.

Activities are designed to 

encourage visual thinking, 

problem solving and ideation.

Friends’ tutor Helen 

Burrows will guide you with 

step-by-step instruction to 

explore the botany of the 

fruits and the watercolour 

techniques that will enrich 

your painting skills.

Helen says, ‘Through an 

understanding of the exquisite 

design and colour of these fruits, 

you will gain artistic confidence.

The workshop is also for 

those artists who need to 

review their practice'. 

Suitable for students at all 

levels. A materials list will be 

provided upon enrolment.

Crab Apple painted by Helen Burrows

Bees in Honeycomb painted by Dianne Emery

Margaret Stones, shown at the 'Imperial Honours' Exhibition launch at Melbourne 
University, just after her return to Australia, in 2003.

Photo: Reproduced by kind permission of The Australian Women's Register

Margaret Stones AM MBE 1920 – 2018 
Margaret was one of Australia's foremost botanical 

artists. She began her artistic life at the Swinburne 

Technical College and the NGV Art School from the mid-

1930s to the early 1940s and held her first solo exhibition 

in Georges Gallery, Melbourne.

As a result of the exhibition Margaret was introduced to John 

Stewart Turner, Professor of Biology and Plant Physiology at The 

University of Melbourne, who encouraged her to try botanical 

illustration. 

In 1951 Margaret went to London where she lived for the 

next 50 years and enjoyed a highly successful international 

career. Some highlights included being Principal Artist at Curtis' 

Botanical Magazine for 25 years; working with Dr Winifred Curtis 

to provide illustrations for The Endemic Flora of Tasmania; and in 

1975 the Maud Gibson Trust commissioned her to paint the flora 

of Melbourne's western plains.

Margaret's work is wellknown and revered by Illustrator 

Friends and she was known personally to some. She gave a 

talk to the Illustrators in the early 2000s at Melbourne Grammar 

School and those who were present still talk about the occasion. 

She will be sorely missed.

 illustrators
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The Beginning of the 

Friends
In 1982, the Ornamental 

Lake in the Royal Botanical 

Gardens  Melbourne was so 

badly choked with overgrown 

waterlilies and silt that it was 

slowly poisoning the ducks 

and swans that called it home.

‘The thing that came to public attention was the agonising death of 

swans and ducks on the lake and something had to be done. The 

lake had filled up with mud since Guilfoyle had siphoned off the 

lake from the river, so it was no longer scoured by the river in a tidal 

sense. …. We just simply had to, as a matter of health and hygiene, 

do something.’ - (David Churchill, then Director of the RBG.)

Beth Higgs took the lead with the newly-formed Friends of the 

RBG Melbourne, instigating a campaign to raise the necessary 

publicity and funds. Local papers took up the cause and it was 

not long before politicians and the general public began to take 

notice. 

‘It was Beth contacting Miss Pat Jarrett, a now-retired journalist 

and executive officer of the Herald Sun. Through her interest 

they were able to bring the attention of the public to the state of 

the lake, upon the occasion of the fiftieth birthday of the Herald 

and Sun.’ (Sylvia Churchill)

After Sir Keith MacPherson, owner of The Sun, made a 

public presentation of $20,000 to the Minister of Crown Lands 

and Survey, Victorian Premier John Cain officially launched the 

Save the Lake campaign with a cheque for $50,000. Other key 

supporters included Dame Elisabeth Murdoch and Sir Rupert 

Hamer, bringing the Save the Lake campaign even more 

publicity and visibility.

The Friends organised a festival day to raise funds for the 

campaign. A range of activities was held in the Gardens, and 

visitors were encouraged to donate money via a series of pipes 

installed around the Gardens, and to buy some custom-made 

shortbread biscuits stamped with swans, which later became a 

trademark of Friends' member Sylvia Churchill.

'Beth persuaded the Tramways Board to have a tram painted 

with swans going through the city to make people aware. We 

had a family day in October of that year, where the public were 

invited to come to the gardens for all sorts of activities and we 

rattled tins and raised money that way. We rattled tins in Myers, 

in the city, near the doughnuts. I still can’t smell doughnuts to 

this day without thinking of Save the Lake.’ (Sylvia Churchill)

history
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As a result of the 

campaigning, lobbying, 

fundraising and hard work, 

the Friends raised $104,000 

(approximately $438,000 in 

today's money) of the final 

$204,000, and the lake was 

saved. The campaign also 

launched the Friends of 

the Royal Botanic Gardens 

Melbourne. It was an 

auspicious beginning and 

proof of what a passionate 

group of volunteers can 

achieve together. 

Right: Workmen dredging the mud and 
silt out of the lake bed.

Photo: RBGV Archives

Below, both left and right: The 
marvellous way in which the Melbourne 
and Metropolitan Tramways Board  
adver tised the Appeal.

Photos: Herald Sun

project
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A variety of subjects photographed during 2018 by our Photo Group members.

Clockwise from top left: Photographers: John Harrison, Karen Pyke, Tim Barker, 
Nicola Rollerson and Liz Cooper

photo group
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Diploma in 

Recordkeeping 
David Robbins – Team 

Leader, RBGV Nursery 

Recordkeeping is one of the 

oldest skills of civilisation. 

Thousands of years ago 

the Sumerians would keep 

their records on clay tablets 

written in wedge-shaped-

cuneiform. The Ancient 

Egyptians hired scribes 

to record transactions on 

papyrus rolls. Later still, the Incas would store information 

using knotted strings, known as quipus. Quipus are 

still ,in fact, used in some remote parts of Peru ,such as 

Tupicocha.

We’ve come a long way since then. Today, accurate and 

effective recordkeeping is vital to maintaining best practices, 

adhering to government regulations and ensuring accountability.

Thanks to the Friends’ scholarship support, I was able to 

complete the requirements of a Diploma in Recordkeeping 

by taking courses offered online at the Relevancy, Vocational 

Qualifications and Training site. It was a lot of work and comprised 

a plethora of researching, reading case studies, answering 

questions, taking assessments, completing three assignments, 

and exchanging emails with Seela Dushyanthen, the RBGV’s 

new Information Management Advisor. I also had phone support 

from a Relevancy Trainer to go over each of the units in detail.

The courses helped me look at RBGV’s organisation from 

many different angles, allowing me to put theory into practice 

very quickly. This led to the following organisational benefits:

• increasing and updating RBGV’s understanding of 

contemporary recordkeeping systems.

• supporting the RBGV recordkeeping direction by identifying 

future issues, challenges and possible solutions.

• gaining an in-depth understanding of relevant legislation, 

particularly in the areas of privacy and confidentiality.

The qualification will assist the RBGV to transition to a new 

level of computerised records management. 

I would highly recommend this sort of training to colleagues 

and would encourage staff to make an application to the 

Friends for scholarship support. There is always more out there 

to learn. 

I am indebted to the Friends for offering the scholarship and 

thereby making this training available to me. Also, many thanks 

to Seela Dushyanthen for sharing her wealth of knowledge, and 

her prompt replies to my many emails seeking assistance.

Climate Change Summit
From 3  to 6 December 2018, Royal Botanic Gardens 

Victoria, Melbourne Gardens hosted an inaugural Botanic 

Gardens Climate Change Summit. Representatives from 

ten botanical organisations from around the world, as 

well as three peak botanic gardens bodies – Botanic 

Gardens Conservation International, the International 

Association of Botanic Gardens and Botanic Gardens 

Australia and New Zealand attended the summit. The 

delegates came from Argentina, China, Spain, United 

Kingdom, Israel, USA, South Africa and Australia.

The Summit occurred over an intensive three days across 

both Melbourne and Cranbourne Gardens. It consisted of talks, 

workshops and presentations, with topics that ranged from 

Regional Climate Change Predictions, Challenges for Living 

Collections Development, and Contemporary Approaches for 

Assessing Plant Vulnerability. During the Summit, a series of 

public talks was held, featuring influential experts in the field 

of climate change and botanic sciences. These public talks 

discussed the future of botanic gardens and the solutions they 

can offer for a warming world. The outcome of the Summit was 

the formation of The Botanic Gardens Climate Change Alliance. 

The Alliance aims to use global collaboration to tackle the 

climate change threats facing plant species. The co-creators of 

this Alliance signed a declaration 'to 'safeguard life by protecting 

landscapes' and agreed that 'the time for action is now'.

The public talks and further information regarding the Climate 

Change Summit can be found on the Royal Botanic Gardens 

Victoria website, www.rbg.vic.gov.au

Clare Hart

Summit delegates holding the signed declaration while on a visit to RBGV Cranbourne 
Gardens.                   Photo cour tesy of RBGV

scholarship report world forum 
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Planting for the Future
by Tim Entwisle 

Back in May 2016, I was invited 

by then Minister for Transport 

and Major Projects, Jacinta 

Allan MP, to assist with 

planning some new open space 

created by the removal of level 

crossings between Caulfield 

and Dandenong. The (honorary) 

role was Chair of a ‘Community 

Open Space Expert Panel’, the 

first of its kind in Victoria, and 

maybe Australia. 

The Panel would include four community representatives 

(selected through expression of interest), Victoria Police, Bicycle 

Network, a Universal Design expert, Office of the Victorian 

Government Architect and local councils. The meetings would 

be attended by senior staff from the Level Crossing Removal 

Authority and other partners in the project, with Chris Robinson 

from Consulting Group Capire (with whom we’ve worked on the 

Cranbourne Gardens Master Plan) organising and facilitating the 

whole process.

I knew there was some controversy and difference of opinion 

over the decision to elevate some parts of the rail (sky rail). That 

decision had been made so I was clear my role was to help 

shape the 22.5 hectares of new open space. Since I arrived back 

at Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria in 2013 I’ve been keen for the 

RBGV to be a more outward-looking organisation, to apply our 

expertise and creativity beyond the Botanic Garden fences.

Don’t get me wrong, I love the tranquillity and beauty of our 

two Botanic Gardens, and there is more than enough in our 

plans and aspirations to keep me busy for a few decades at 

least. But here was a chance to reach more people, to lead and 

influence better outcomes for Victoria, and to ever so gently 

put plants at the heart of our city’s decision making. There 

aren’t a lot of new parks and public spaces of this size, and too 

few opportunities for the community to be as involved in their 

planning. I definitely wanted in. 

Although, of course, it hasn’t been all about plants and green 

spaces. There were playgrounds, running and cycling paths, car 

parks and all kinds of other activities to consider. 

The Panel met monthly for a year, usually at a location along 

the rail corridor between Caulfield and Dandenong. At each 

meeting we reviewed plans and submitted recommendations for 

change or new ideas to consider. I found it a very creative and 

collaborative process from all involved. 

In the end about two-thirds of our recommendations 

were adopted, including recreation areas for all ages (rock 

climbing; senior fitness areas, for example), reusing parts of 

old stations, through to fine detail of the road crossings for the 

shared walking and cycling path. We also strongly encouraged 

opportunities to link plantings and design to existing parks and 

streets. The raised rail would create new connections between 

suburbs and streets, so this was clearly an opportunity to make 

the landscapes do the same.

It was fascinating to hear, and then arbitrate on, a variety of 

community and expert opinions. For example, at a local level the 

community is split on wanting more car parking (to help them 

better use the public transport) versus more parkland. Then 

those that want parkland are split on whether it should contain 

local plants only or pretty exotics (with debates within this 

subdivide around love and dislike of local fauna). It was all very 

complex but part of planning in a city.

The Panel was keen to soften the car parking areas with extra 

tree planting and to encourage their use for other purposes 

Professor Entwisle addresses the Infrastructure Sustainability Council of Australia . 

         Photo: Dan Prince

underline
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outside of peak commuting times. Red gums were another 

source of debate, given some were removed to build the new 

rail line and stations. Most councils were reluctant to plant this 

species due to safety concerns so we suggested alternative 

species that might play the same habitat and amenity role: e.g. 

yellow gums, boxes and peppermints.

In the end 30,000 plants are being planted, including more 

than 2000 trees in the rail corridor itself, but also some in the 

connecting areas. The majority (84%) of these plantings are 

Australian natives, but there are also maples and elms where 

they fit with the landscape and community preferences. Trees 

planted directly beneath the raised rail have been selected for 

their shorter stature.

Do take a look at the result. It’s early days and, like our own 

Australian Garden at Cranbourne, you have to give the plants 

and landscape time to establish and grow. Remember, it’s for 

the community living near to the rail line, as well as those visiting 

the area who might travel on a now 17 km long shared walking–

cycling path, the Djerring Trail.

Ed note: This article was part of the address Professor Entwisle 

gave at the Friends' AGM in November 2018.

Images showing the development of the project and including photos of planting, 
parking, walking, residential protection and recreational facilities along the 'Underline' 
precinct.       Photos: Tim Entwisle

beneath the skyrail
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Made In China
More so than any other collection, the Species Rose 

Collection at the Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria, 

Melbourne Gardens truly warrants visiting in each season 

to experience all phases of its beauty and interest.  

Catch the height of the bloom season in spring and 

early summer, in autumn note the variety in colour and 

shape of the rose hips and changes in the foliage, and in 

winter observe the wonder of the cane structure and the 

different forms of prickles.  Fulfilling the objectives of 

education and preservation, the Species Rose Collection 

tells an ethnobotanical story like no other.  

In this series of Getting To Know The Species Rose Collection, 

the focus is on China and the contribution roses from China 

has made to the roses of today. China is home to over 90 

wild species of roses and the Chinese have a long history of 

floriculture dating back to the 11th century BC. Silk screen 

paintings from the 10th century clearly depict roses which look 

very like the roses imported to Europe in the early 19th century.  

Four roses, often called the ‘stud’ roses, were imported between 

1792 and 1824. These were Slater’s Crimson China, Parson’s 

Pink China, Hume’s Blush Tea Scented China and Park’s Tea 

Scented China. The Chinese roses contributed valuable traits that 

had been lacking in European roses to date: namely, remontant 

or repeat flowering, a true crimson red that did not fade with age; 

new fragrances described as tea, fruity and peppery; a lower 

or dwarf growing habit; and flowers which had higher centres, 

starting off as slender buds which unfurled as they opened.

Below are just some of the interesting roses of Chinese origin 

to discover in the Species Rose Collection.

Rosa xanthinus makes a very bright addition to the garden 

in pring, xanthinus meaning yellow in Latin. The long canes are 

covered in fragrant yellow semi-double blooms. Semi-double 

blooms means having no more than 9 –16 petals arranged in 

two rows. This rose is also called the Manchu rose and is native 

to the open slopes and scrubby areas of Central China. It can 

tolerate poor soil and light shade. Its upright, arching canes 

and thorns are reddish brown and it can make an interesting 

informal hedge. Spherical to ellipsoid red hips follow flowering. 

Two related roses are also in the garden: Rosa hugonis or Father 

Hugo’s rose with lemon-yellow petals on thorny branches. It has 

ferny foliage which turns bright reddish orange in autumn and 

bears red, round hips, and Rosa xanthina ‘Canary Bird’, an even 

brighter yellow rose.

Left:  Rosa xanthinus and below: Rosa x odorata 'Mutabilis'

species rose
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Above left:  Rosa forrestiana and below: Rosa fedtschenkoana.

Right:  Rosa x odorata 'Viridiflora'.

All images provided by the author.

Rosa forrestiana comes from the mountain scrub of the North 

West Yunnan province. Its fuchsia-coloured flowers with creamy 

stamens and flask-shaped rose hips look dramatic against its 

purple-green foliage.

Rosa fedtschenkoana is one of the few remontant wild roses. 

Native to the foothills in Central Asia and North West China, it is 

named after the Russian botanist Olga Fedchenko (1845 – 1921). 

With deciduous, pinnate (having leaflets arranged on either side 

of the stem, typically in pairs opposite each other) greyish-green 

leaves, the plant has white flowers up to 5cm across which 

are borne singly or in small clusters.  The fragrance has been 

described as ‘brown bread with a little blackberry jam’. Pear-

shaped bristly orange-red hips follow flowering.

Rosa x odorata ‘Mutabilis’ is named with the Latin word for 

mutable because the colour of the blooms, which start off honey 

yellow, change to coppery-pink. The constantly blooming single flowers (single meaning a bloom which opens almost flat and 

having no more than 4-–8 petals) are borne on twiggy stems, 

give the appearance of butterflies fluttering. Hence, this rose is 

also called the Butterfly Rose.

Rosa x odorata ‘Viridiflora’, also called the Green Rose, is 

another interesting specimen. The tufted flowers are apple-green 

changing to bronze in cool weather. The buds look normal but 

when they open there are no petals. The flower just consists 

of multiple layers of green sepals. Thought to be a mutation of 

Parson’s Pink China (also known as Old Blush), the rose never 

sets seed so has been kept in existence since its introduction 

in 1856 via cuttings. Its unusual colouring and form makes it a 

popular, novelty addition to floral arrangements.

Other roses in the collection which have a Chinese 

connection are Rosa moyesii with its orange bottle-shaped hips, 

and Rosa roxburghii, also called the Chestnut Rose because of 

its prickle-covered buds, and hips and pineapple-fragranced 

blooms.  

Michelle Endersby

Vice-President, Rose Society of Victoria

collection
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The Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne Inc.

was formed to stimulate further interest in the Gardens 

and the National Herbarium and to support and assist 

them whenever possible.

Patron 
The Honourable  
Linda Dessau AC 
Governor of Victoria

President
Mary Ward

Vice-Presidents
Lynsey Poore 
Catherine Trinca

Secretary
Adnan Mansour

Treasurer
Mark Anderson

Council
Prof. Tim Entwisle
Sue Foran
Peter Kelly
Dr Richard Kirsner

Meg Miller 
Nicola Rollerson
Mali Wilson

CONVENERS

Botanical Illustrators
Sue Foran

Events
Catherine Trinca

Growing Friends
Michael Hare

Helping Hands
Rosemary Cotter

Membership/Marketing
Nicola Rollerson 

Photo Group
John Harrison

Plant Craft Cottage

Christina Gebhardt 
Phyl Knaggs

PCC Garden Group
Penny Smith
Ann Feely

Volunteers
Jennifer Ure

Friends’ Trust Fund
Peter Griffin AM
William Jones
Peter Kelly
Janet Thomson OAM
Catherine Trinca

March

17 PCC Sunday Open Day – 11 am to 4 pm  p12

20 Photo Group Walk 11 am 

23 PCC Natural Dye Workshop p13

25 Fit Friends' Ramble – Kew Cemetery p8

28 Insiders' Walk – Royal Walk p8

30 Paint Flowers in the Garden – Jo Reitze p13

31 War on Waste Beginner's Basketry No 2 p13

April

2 Beginners' Workshop – Mali Moir p 14

6 Beginners' Workshop – Helen Burrows p14

6 School Holiday Program – Decorate Easter Eggs p12

8 Coloured Pencil on Black Paper – Mali Moir p14

10 Add an Insect – Dianne Emery p14

10 School Holiday Program – Fantastic Friends p12

12 Talking Plants – Roses p8

13 Kids' Workshop – Indoor plants p9

16 Autumn Fare – Helen Burrows p15

16 Insiders' Walk – Government House gardens p9

17 Photo Group Walk 11 am 

24 Illustrated Talk – Andrew Laidlaw p9

May

2 Illustrated talk – Trisha Dixon p10

4 Beginners' Workshop – Indoor plants p10

4 Plant Sale – 10 am – 4 pm p6

5 Plant Sale – 10 am – 3 pm p6

11 PCC Lavender Baskets Workshop p12 

19 PCC Sunday Open Day – 11 am to 4 pm  p12

22 Photo Group Walk 11 am  

24 Insiders' Walk – Curiosities  p10

The Friends of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Melbourne Inc. 

complies with the Australian Privacy Principles for the collection 

and use of personal information.

Note: The Friends’ Inclement Weather Policy states that outdoor 

events may be cancelled and the Nursery will not be open 

for sales if the temperature 

is predicted to be 33ºC or 

above.
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